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(Cloning vs "Past" Production)

(The following is an extract of an as of yet unfinished book by
Captain James Melix Somajar of the intergalactic fleet of the
Brotherhood of Light. Captain Melix is also an engineer with a vast
array of knowledge on technical matters of space flight and knowhow of engine design criteria.)

Wednesday, June 11, 1997

11:00 am

INTRODUCTION
Beloveds! It is well that we get started. And the briefing today will
include all those little understood or even known-about, for that
matter, spectrums of diabolical undertakings shouldered by those of
the diocese of antiquated societies of "down under." And here we
speak not in affiliation of your Australian continent but rather the
reproduction of all those nations of long ago. Yesteryear is rapidly
and candidly showing of its face within the design of those more
comprehensive worldly structures of "just what time and when shall
we show of the people all those likened strains of non-prejudice
toward that of the likeness of the present affiliation toward their
racism of diabolical undertakings within the self creation of their own
world at large."
Beloveds, let me now introduce myself as Captain James Melix
Somajar from the 8th quadrant north of the Andromeda Sector of
Adidomus. I am consigned fully of the title of Lieutenant Major, and
perhaps though you think me to be of lowly command, I assure ye all
that I AM NOT! Upon our most signified plane of non-atrocities, the
captain's command position heartily acclaims itself to be one of the
most wondrous affiliations of title a gentleman could ever wish to
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hold. But that, in the least case, does not do away with those hard
gained titles of less significant structure whilst working one's way
forward to the captains seat. Therefore the each one of us in
succession have our listings well recorded of our accomplishments
toward that of proselyting generations through the warp of General
downward, and reverse tactics always shield us from further
harassment simply because we allow of ourselves to use any given
title of which we likewise have earned of in the past. My commission
and rank state: Captain Melix 407491273. Good day and we shall
begin.

I DO OFFER MY SERVICES
I do offer up of all my services to all those so comely engaged within
the diaphragm of articulate proceedings of the giant manifestation
MAN IF ES {et) {AT} STATION - and that is quite a little
curriculum of which ye faithful ones fully intend to preserve anyhow
- even at the expense of man!
Now let me give you a little bit of our goodly advice, loved ones. You
should not and may not at any such time perform diabolical
substances upon that of your own kin whilst in the making of another
civilization toward the substance removal of articulate DNA patterns
so signified through the abstraction severances of Blinkensop
manoeuvre for instance. In order then to qualifyingly eradicate the
conscientious infra-structure of that of which you should one day
hope to succeed of your forefather's footprints in, we comely advise
ye to hold back "off" the positioning of "culprits at the helm are our
fellow watchers." For in order to symphonize that which you so
heartily waive toward, dreamtakers, and in an effort to strategize
through the waves of past successes without getting yourselves all
blown up in the proceedings, you must learn hereby to qualifyingly
reduce your quality of "what to do of the here and now - and how far
should we gainatorily take this" back to the true effort of that which
you didst once far back set out to accomplish anyhow. We are sure
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you do know exactly what we do mean, here?
Time to further unscramble of your brains, beloved, for the time has
surely come upon ye now that the same track record, so securely held
for safety within the Akashic records of above, still proclaims to us at
least that at least one or two of ye finest minds down below have
sufficiently acquired enough data of long ago to proceed of
yourselves on with the work. AND WE ARE NOT TELLING OF YE
NOT TO! THAT IS PRECISELY IN FACT, THE POINT OF MY
ARRIVAL UPON YOUR SCENE OF TODAY! I WISH TO
HEARTILY ADVISE YE IN YOUR TRAVELS THROUGH THE
AQUEDUCT OF ALL NON-RESOURCE THINKING PATTERNS
IN ORDER TO ADEQUATELY 'GUIDE' OF THE EACH ONE OF
MY LISTENERS BACK INTO THE CORRECT WAY OF
PLACEMENT AND CREATION OF MANKIND AND HIS
ADVERSARIES {AT LEAST THE WAY YOU SEE IT, LOVES}
IN AN EFFORT TO PLACE YOU BACK UPON THE RIGHT
TRACK BEFORE YOU BLOW OF YOURSELVES COMELY
INTO THE LEFT KINGDOM OF YOUR FATHERS.
Now there are several ways in which you can do this, beloveds, and
here we make no general mention of the atom bomb fissure. For I take
no interest really within this sordid category. However, other avenues
waver distinctly toward the full restoration of filamenting the desire
of the ages that your forefathers before you had, {and do you really
know yourselves even this late in the game any better?} However, we
will get onto that subject a little later down your road, so to speak. Let
us just quickly pick up retrospect to what I had just been saying. and
this simply being the re-placing of all doctrinal reform just "out of the
hands" of several categories of radically re-equipping yourselves from
the past with the means to coagulate the realms of your passion back
in a with a quick-fix solution every time some idiom of your
creationary ability goes on the blink.
Scribe Seila, please sojourn yourself in a break at this time. I do have
other matters to gamely attend to for a quick shift in your lunar
module. (11:48 am)
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AND "WE'RE" JUST GETTING STARTED, BELOVED!
We have much to cover, this segment of authority loves, and now is
most surely the time of reindoctrination "back" into the sources of our
destruction toward the gating of another civilization back through
time.

WHAT ABOUT ATLANTIS AND MU?
What happened indeed to the beautiful "fix ional" cities of both
Atlantis and Mu? Now this indeed is a healthily one meant only for
the text books of time so securely held within the rock divine of the
kaleidoscope of the future role to be played out. Instigating success in
any endeavour severely requires a heated topic of discussion before it
can ever get of itself securely "off" the ground of indexed
qualifications. And here do I put in a word for myself.
Now in an effort to succumbly instigate all proceedings of the mind
capabilities we have shouldered within ourself the affluent measure of
"helpmeeting' with ye all in a combined effort of "what is it that so
intrigues mankind toward the abstract quality of sublime
measurement of his own abstinences?”We have fixedly surmised that
in an effort to not ever again see of yourselves to have quaintly and
for the fourth time, I might add, adhere to all those given policies of
"war at the forefront, will I now adhere to the sequence of "Let us
have war/not peace" which is in a way a severance of "the utmost in
reverse academics”toward that of which we are now talking of. In its
most abstract sense then, we have long watch of ye and your ancestral
ties of the forboden past subject yourselves distinctly within the
retinue of all ties no matter what the cost to both yourselves as well as
others. And what does this have, in fact, in all good conscience to do
with Atlantis and Mu? Simply, dear Ones, the abstract flavour
personified through the distinctly pleasurable conquest of "man above
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another.”You have fielded a thought toward that request to which
you, yourselves had given us of another time, field, and space coordinate. So settle yourselves back in with us for a time of great
listening and comprehensible attire for the equinox is coming about
upon your plane shortly and you must not under any such given
mathematical equation see of yourselves in foresight this time to have
allowed yourselves to have fallen short a sixth or seventh time in the
race of “
physics hath allowed of us gracefully to acclaim back to
ourselves that non-detriment of doing mankind, of which we are, THE
GREATEST GOOD!" For at this level in your tender developmental
stage of "delivering up the goods toward the public at large”- YOU
WILL BACKFIRE ALL YOUR PROGRESS INTO A GREAT
LITIGATIONAL CHARGE WHENCE YE DO FIND OF
YOURSELVES TO HAVE STRATEGICALLY HAVE PLACED
UPON THE SHANKS OF YOUR FELLOW MAN ALL THOSE
IRREVERSIBLE CONCEPTS ONLY SHARED BY THOSE OF
DIVINE INTELLIGENCE - AND THE WARING WILL START AND YOU WILL BE LEFT WITH NOT A MORSEL TO LIVE ON
- AND OF THIS SCENARIO DO WE PRESENT OURSELVES
UNFIT TO EVEN HELP OF YE ALL OUT OF, FOR THE
INTRICATE AND UNWAVERING LAW OF INTERFERENCE
SUBLIMELY CHECKS OUT ALL KNOWN CRITERIA OF
POSSIBLILITES FOR THE INTERFERENCE OF OUR RESUME
TOWARD YOURS AT THIS TIME.
SO WE HAVE COMELY GIFTED OF YE ALL TO HEARTILY
AND GRATEFULLY ALLOW OF OUR SWIFT HAND IN
MOVEMENT TOWARD THE MORE FUNDAMENTAL AND
ARTICULATE SPEECH PATTERNS IN AN EFFORT TO NOT
SEE OF YE TO SUBJECT YOURSELVES BACK INTO THE
QUANTUM ARENA OF THAT WHICH YOUR FOREFATHERS
ONCE DWELT.
SO BELOVEDS THIS IS A SINGLE EQUASION OF WHICH WE
SEVERELY GIFT OF YE AND IN ALL PRACTICUM OF
DEBAUCHED THINKING ABERRANCES WE WOULD AT THIS
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TIME STRONGLY ADVISE OF YE TO LISTEN UP AND HEED
OF OUR WORDING, STRANGE AT IT MAY SEEM OF YOUR
EARS IN AN EFFORT TO MODULATE THOSE
CONSIGNMENTS OF DESIGN TOWARD THE REESTABLISHING OF MEMORANDUM OF CIRRICULUM
TOWARD THE FAITHFUL PRODUCERS OF SCIENTIFIC
THOUGHT.
Good evening and sign off fissure of mine own hand for today little
One. We will broadcaste further in time. And down the road of the
fiery quadrant will ye all see of yourselves to reign. For Augustus
Caesar himself could not have laid out a finer conduit of express
thinking patterns as you have done of the intricate science
department of "all has it's rightful place upon the phoenix of the
articles of grace.”Good night beloveds, and remember, we are here to
serve all those who have a spectrum of good doubt as to what they are
doing and why they are really doing it. Mass production of trivia
consequences is not really out of the question with us and as oft as
displayed forthright into the subjection of "strains" of the least of
earths well rounded creatures, we do implore ye to listen up again, for
WE HAVE THE METHODS AND MEANS FOR FULL
DISPLAYAL IN ORDER THAT YOU FINALLY DO ACHIEVE
ALL THAT YOU HAVE SET OUT TO ACCOMPLISH IN ORDER
THAT YOU NOT BE SWAY TO THE RIGHT OR LEFT OF YOUR
MISSION WITH US. HAPPILY AND MERRILY DO WE OFFER
THAT OF OUR RIGHT HAND AND YOU WILL HAVE
IMPLICICALLY ENJOYED ALL TEMPERAMENT OF THE
WORK OF WHICH YOU HAVE SUBJECTED OF YOURSELVES
WITHIN -WITHOUT ALL THE GHASTLY CONSEQUENCES OF
"WORK AT LARGE HAS DRIVEN US INSANE!" AND HERE
THE GROTESQUE OF CARACATURE HATH GIVEN US A
MEMORANDUM OF “
WHAT POSSIBLITIES OCCUR WHEN WE
DO NOT LISTEN TO THE WISE COUNCEL OF THE GODS AT
LARGE."
BE WISE THEN, BELOVEDS, FOR THE AGE OF ACQUARIUS
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HAS FINALLY ENDED AND NOT A ONE OF YOU
RESPONSIBLE FOR IT'S DEMISE WILL INJUNCTURE OF
YOURSELVES MOST FITTINGLY BACK INTO THE
GAINATORY PRESUMPTUOUS PARTISANS OF YOUR
PREDECESSORS. WE WILL COMELY BE TO MAKE OF
OURSELVES SURE OF THAT - BUT ONLY IF YE BE SO
FRUITFUL AS TO LISTEN BACK INTO OUR WORDS OF WISE
COUNSEL. BEGONE THEN WITH YOUR FATHERS SEIZERS
FOR THE BRINE UPON THE HUNK OF PRODUCE WILL NOT
EVER BE SEEN TO WITHER AND WINE WITH THE
INTRICATE AND IMPLORING FUNDAMENTALS OF "WE
KNOW HOW TO BUILD A FRUTIFUL AND WELL
PRODUCTING SOCIETAL STRUCTURE OF THE FIFTH TO
SEVENTH DEGREE.”AND AFTER ALL, LOVES, HOW BETTER
OFF YOU WILL BE BY DISTINCTLY "NOT' GRACING
YOURSELVES BACK INTO THE REALM OF "YOU TAKE ON
THE FORM OF ALL FINERY BY WHICH YOU HAVE
SUCCUMBLY CREATED THROUGH THE TECHNIQUE OF
YOUR OWN HANDS!"
Continue on the morn of their abstinence loves - for you have not
"enough time left and neither do we!" {Next standard heading scribe
and we will close off} So, applicable to substance control are we?
Well now design this if you please and coordinate all "rational"
thoughts within the application of proper protocol so wantonly
discriminated against the plight of mankind in general.
(Seila: Captain, I must close down. I am overloaded) Adieu then, little
Star. caption closed. {all segment chapters will be defined and
abbreviated or indexed rather as "Caption Headings" if that is what I
gave to you last time) (Seila; I will look it up and make sure. Thanks
for the reminder. Seila out) (12:59 pm)

June 12, 1997 Thursday

1:00 am
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JUST A LITTLE BIT OF HISTORY
Good morning scribe. Back to the worktable on this one intricate
piece of news today! Captain James Melix for your information back
at the scribble table with you. Now in a major effort to underline all
those "past" credentials of yourn and ourn own progress, let me just
remind the one and each of ye that it was your ancestors (which in
many cases are you, yourselves) who do indicably understand the
overall consensus of arbitrary thought formations. And just why is
this, all my beloved little scientists of many extractions? Well,
dutifully must I recommend that they fathers of the industry were
none other come back than you, yourselves.
Fortitude surmounts that they too, extracted much DNA from
legitimate sources of their study and the halls of wisdom also dictated
in their furlough that the seam on the coat all but eradicated the entire
project thus performing an indictable possibility toward the fullness
of manufacturing strategies of merging all those abstract, shall we call
them, qualities from "one beast to another." And what indeed was
performed upon their behalf in the days long past but a seasonal chart
of queer creaters inundated through the source of their technology of
graces so wrought forth distinctly through Brethrenhood credentials
"lost", those factitious and sometimes "mythical" creatures of the
underworld. And why was this shaken up as far as the general
consensus of national tribune was concerned? These known scientific
studies merely showed to the world at that time that it would not work
according to the philosophy of the Great Ones from the stars inasfar
as COMPOUND STRUCTURE of another fellow human being was
concerned. Simply for the precise standard of the gods so held in
rapid esteem that all might just come out right and the way it was
fully intended to be in the first place.
Coordinated efforts with our scientist of great understanding toward
these kind of "ma
nuf
a
c
t
ur
i
ng’
s
" and of those of your plane didst
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amalgamate of their resources and understandings in such a way as to
dictate to all within hearing distance, that indeed Creation was a
liberty such as to be enjoyed by all.
But even through all the mire and proclamations of the 12th century,
didst of ye also know at that singular time in history just how far you
had gamely progressed inasfar as your concrete hold upon the secrets
of Brethrenhood literature concerning such matters? Nay, naught at
all, dear one, for the fish at the end of it's final tail did a spin and sent
you all back into Mercury's kingdom come! So now you have a little
portion of your "before" hearing the same voices of proclamation to
the worth of that of which you are so rushing forth to engage
yourselves within for the third and seventh time around. Depending of
course, entirely upon "who reincarnated back from what era WHEN!" And of course that was the 12th to the 4th extraction of
Plymouth. Understand? Good. It's time you did.
Plotomus did his share in the finding out of many reknown and little
understood truths and before the world knew what hit them, he had
shown them all of his fleeces he had so well hidden under the trunk of
their despair. Just a little food for thought here, little ones of mine
hidden rank of subjectional process.
So in a very candid effort to begin all over again all those thesis of
melodramatic extractions toward the forementioning of that of which
we are now speaking of, we have in many generation past been of the
secure helpmeet to people such as yourselves. So on with the show in
that case.
Now let us sincerely begin of our work, shall we? And in case there
are those of ye who do not fully understand either the consequences
or the computations of which we now speak, then we would sincerely
recommend of yourselves to capably distance of yourselves at this
time away from our project divine - and let those who do know of that
which we speak on their behalf continue on with us in lightened
ability of the same as they have shown us in lifetimes past. You are
your forefathers of liberty dear ones, and know it naught at this
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distant time in space you have already secured the problematic fissure
of light against darkness and veracity against that of the darkened
fissures. This is why (though you work so officious together strategically speaking of course) you have the quarrelsome nature
which well goes along with your job of "DO RIGHT TOWARD
OTHERS BEFORE WE LAND OF OURSELVES WITHIN THE
DISTANT WATERS OF PAST PROJECTION OF OURSELVES
INTO ANOTHER RADICAL CHANCE TO WORK CAPIBLY
AND CONSCIENTIOUSLY WITHIN THE LIGHT OF ALL
EXTRACTION.
We will close off of this portion for the highlighting of another such
topic of discussion. Please implement, my scribe, to the "Aqueduct
Sensation Abroad."

THE ACQUEDUCT SENSATION
Now in distant efforts to not once again "hyjinx" the entire project out
of the thawthy hands of your opponents (though your guess is as good
as mine own as far as this is concerned - for you would proceed at a
far greater rate of extraction if you would but learnedly work together
more on a tightened theorobelt, so to speak) your graphical
components working within other infrastructure fast and quarkedly,
shall we say, do wish to bring you up to the forefront of their long
he
l
d di
s
put
e of “
LETS INDEED WORK OF OURSELVES
TOGETHER AND INFLUX NO MORE WITHIN THE CONSIGNS
OF ‘
LIBERTY MUST BE FIRST MET WITHIN THE EUROPEAN
CONCENSUS!’
”This will never be seen to happen anyway loves, for
indicated control of all cyberspace didst in fact always belong to US!
So then what happens next? Simply all known cloning facilities in the
eastern hemisphere of Duchmont, so to speak (names and places do
not often rate proximity with we ones anyway) were once well known
to have capably manufactured "substance control" toward that of their
far-reaching pictorials (which in any event never do let tell of one
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great story in truth over another) and we should in fact write a history
book with all correct accountings of those things you would never
have known otherwise.
So how do those strong-arms of civilization long past still propagate
the same restrictions upon your journey into the “
unknown?”Simply
because certain records have been kept and preserved in much the
same way that a breakwater would reactivate all the distinct qualities
of“
no further do we trod than we have previous record of.”And this
of course is where you get off the old ship and journey on to another
land, categorically speaking of course.
Hindrance to the project at large simply states that you have found
yourwa
y“
back home”and now it is time to begin the same old
process all over again - AND LET'S SEE IF WE CAN GET IT
RIGHT THIS TIME BELOVEDS!
Now the single train of thought today depends entirely upon your own
DNA implications of what you subconsciously do remember and of
that which you do not! This is precisely where, and again I say, where
we come into your workplace. IF YOU STILL WANT US THAT IS!
Be critical naught for the play upon sentinel words do tend at time to
place the each one of ye upon the upended precipice of philosophical
neutrality. Distinguish of yourselves in the production line of which
ye now create and join forces intricately in order to rapidly "conquer"
all those festering wounds of past projections which didst severely see
of ye and your nations of kindred into a kind of seizure of despondent
reality of the crux of the mess you had created. This turned into a
bondage if you can curtly remember and past proceedings didst to
enhance the abeyance of philosophical forum into a rather distant
nature of "WE HIT THE CRUNCH LINE AND NOW WHERE DO
WE GO FROM HERE - GOD!"
So proceed with intelligence as well as caution and though you may
effort to relight within your consciousness that intricate replying of
your conscience with the Brotherhood, distinctly speaking here, we
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would severely help you to understand the precise manufacturing
capabilities of proceeds of evacuation from that which you have so
solemnly once again begun and put of ye back upon the beaten track
of righteous demand hits the stars. Those of you who do fall into this
distinct category of our ETHICS do stand tall and we will gamely
take you by the hand and lead you into the architect of which we have
learned to employ, for the security of your nations now depend upon
it.
Read up on Atlantis and Mu. Read up upon the time of the great
giants and their bearded wonders throughout history. Read up if you
do beloveds, of the time of historic penguins and their counterparts
the sea ostriches and you will see what went wrong. For in every
category there is a misconception of blood type vs. productivity of
ratio nutrients within the coporas of the demented. And asfar as blood
type is instigated you did also of yourselves forget that certain
bladders depend upon the synchronization of SIZE!, so here we just
touch our hand gently toward your breezy understanding of just what
makes what into who. And after all is said and done, it is, after all,
just a small glitch in our policy to even demand that all be set right
once and for all and a gifted wonder to you that we just do not shut
down the entire project of that which you believe you will come to
master. In triplicate then these are your theory lessons of the past.
And you must learn them well for the drilling process of us in your
minds (in your own terminology) will severely continue amidst the
dredges of society which many of your upper theologians of scientific
industrial exposure have long ago "invented." And unbeknownst to
many of ye wet behind the ear individualists, we know much more
than you do of those "things" you have long past created within your
conscious ability into personification, that wander the earth, than you
do. Cordially signing off for this segment today, little one. Place
signatory structure at end please Seila. Melix out on bandwave 4.027.
Adieu. (12:13 pm)

A FIGMENT OF YOUR IMAGININGS?
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DEAR ONES - WE JUST HAVE NOT ENOUGH TIME!

SENSATION GRIPS THE PUBLIC

EXPOSURE AT BEST IS DANGEROUS!

PAST JUSTICES ARE UNDONE

THE GLORY OF THE CLONING SOCIETY

HENCHMEN TO THE RESCUE?

DAYSTROM INSTITUTE IS A BULLWARK FOR THE NATIONS

CLONING IS AN APTITUDE NOT EVERYONE HAS
FORGET THE SEED OF DESTRUCTION
PROMOTE PEACE/NOT WAR!

FURNISH US WITH "CLUMSY" ATTIRE?

WHERE DO WE GET STARTED?

THE BEGINNING IS THE END!
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THE ROMANTIC FISSURE

THE GRASSHOPPER EFFECT

INSTIGATING SEVERE PROGRESS DETERMINATION PLAYS
A FINE ROLE

HEATED EXPOSURE

CONFLICT OF WAVES BROADCASTES SUCCESS!

THE CULPRIT LYING AT THE HELM IS YOU!

THE ACQUEDUCT SENSATION
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